Digital Signing as a Service: Signing Automation Service

HIGHLIGHTS
A batch signing service for document integrity and authenticity

With Entrust Signing Automation Service, you get all the benefits of a company seal on your documents - without the complexity of hardware management and the risks of manual signing.

Ensure authorship, integrity, and non-repudiation for all your documents by integrating this cloud-based service to your applications with our signing automation client based on PKCS#11.

You’ll get globally recognized document signing certificates plus timestamping and OCSP services - all backed by cloud-based HSMs from our data centers.

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS
Keep ownership and control of your content

Document authorship: Seals embed verified details of your organization, including the legal name and an optional department.

Document integrity: A valid seal on a document is proof that the content has not been tampered with.

Non-repudiation: The timestamping, integrity, and authorship features of a digitally sealed document ensure its non-repudiation.

Globally trusted seals

Natively trusted by Adobe: Entrust is part of the Adobe Approved Trust List (AATL). All our digital certificates for document signing are natively trusted by Adobe Reader and Acrobat.

LEARN MORE AT ENTRUST.COM
Digital Signing Automation Service

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS (CONTINUED)

Automated signing
Our Signing Automation Service is built for unattended batch signing, so you can generate thousands of seals per year.

Quick deployment
This service is deployed in the cloud and accessible via our signing automation client based on PKCS#11, which can be integrated to any compatible application.

Secure process
Your signing keys are safely generated and protected with our HSMs, which are hosted in our own data centers. Only hash values are required – your documents never leave your environment.

Timestamping and OCSP services
Our public timestamping authority (TSA) and online certificate status protocol (OCSP) services can help you ensure non-repudiation of your documents and create long-term validation (LTV) signatures to extend your seals’ lifetimes.

Budget-friendly pricing
Available as a yearly subscription with a multi-year option.

Integration with your PDF tools
Our Signing Automation Service is guaranteed to be compatible with the following third-party applications:

- iText
- Oracle/Open JDK
- Entrust Java Toolkit

We are adding new integrations regularly. For custom integrations, contact us at the number below.

WHAT’S INCLUDED

- One or several Adobe-trusted document signing certificate(s) for organizations
- A license to access our cloud-based document signing service, which will host your document signing keys (the service can be connected to third-party applications and platforms via our signing automation client)
- Public timestamping and OCSP services
- Maintenance and support services

Learn more at entrust.com